
ATLAS INNOVATION GARAGE
AS A SERVICE

Immediate prototyping Use proven methods Reduce barriers



Start your digital journey with ATLAS Innovation Garage

Organizations need to embrace the new world of digital  by journeying
on a digital transformation path and overcoming the challenges

82 %
of executives see their business model at 
risk of being disrupted

37 %
are unable to balance the current  
business while exploring the new.

92 % 
doubt their business model will remain 
economically viable through digitization.
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Successfully  enhance digitalization by providing readily 
available tools and devices

Fast

Enhance speed, 
reduce time to  
market

Safe

Shift to minimized  
risk and effort

Inspiring

Attract / motivate  
and inspire people

Easy

Find your MVP  
faster and easier 

Business - Focused

Focus on products / 
 services; not on  
IT frameworks

customer data



ATLAS has a successful track record to create, implement, and operate any IoT Initiative!

ATLAS Garage Services that generate Customer Value

By simulating data from virtual devices 
and sensores, your organization is 
able to better understand the usage 
and value of data for new innovative  
products and services.

Simulation tool for
FREE

STARTER KIT for
10k €

An inspiration workshop to under-
stand the painpoints and digital  
maturity. Furthermore, it offers the 
possibility for you to use the ATLAS  
devices, generate your data, and  
establish the first data cockpit.

A usecase workshop with a 360°  
business check. Selection of rele-
vant devices and integration into the  
X2X platform. ATLAS also offers ad-
ditional services such as analytics,  
machine learning, and AI solutions.

ADVANCED KIT for
30k €

Iot platform connecting devices /  sensores / 
machines

Cloud / hybrid cloud / multi cloud

Data Science + AI

Blockchain

Containerization

Building blocks for data ecosystems

Connecting customers data with corporate data

Building Up Ecosystems with the x2x Building blocks 
The modular and highly flexible architecture of x2x allows realizing nearly any use case.

CoreTech
Containers, Kubernetes, 

Security

Infrastructure

Sensor + Device 
Management

Open API AI + Data 
Analytics

Big Data

Blockchain 
Smart Contracts

Things
(Devices, Sensors,  

Machines etc.)

Business  
Applications

(ERP, CRM, PLM)

User Devices
(Smartphone, Desktop, 

Tablet)

WebServices
(Payment,  

Social Media, Data)



Digitization  
Strategy

Transformation 
Services

Digital 
Implementation

_ Digital Positioning
_ Adapted Business Models
_ Organizational Roadmap

_ Digital program execution
_ Change Management
_ Fetching new operations

_ X2X platform
_ Usecase realization
_ Corporate IT overhanding

ATLAS coordinates various instruments to manage any IoT Initiative

The ATLAS x2x IoT Platform – 
the perfect basis for building and running any IoT Business

secure
European Certified  
Data Access Process 
with leading Security 
Standards 

user- 
friendly

Preconfigured Web  
GUI and Dashboards 
for Use Cases

flexible
Flexible  
Software Design  
and modular  
Architecture 

open

Industry Standards  
and Open Source  
Framework

scalable
Cloud based  
allowing all  
Use Cases in  
one System

integrative
Management of   
Products, Users,   
ERP and Partner  
Relationships

ATLAS TECH

ATLAS Management und IT  
Consulting GmbH
Pfleggasse 31
94469 Deggendorf
www.atlastech.de
garage.atlastech.de

DI Gert Keuschnigg
gert.keuschnigg@atlastech.de
+43 660 73 99 603

Dr. Oliver Loisel
oliver.loisel@atlastech.de
+41 786 54 64 34

Go DIGITAL or go DOWN


